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0. Introduction

Let Sm be the unit w-sphere. Let p be a prime and π the cyclic group
of order p. Denote by Bπ^n the r-skeleton of the classifying space Bπ. Recall
that Bπ is the infinite real projective space for p =2 and the infinite lens space
for p>2. Let X be a space. Let m be a positive integer for the case p=2 and
m an odd integer for the case />>2. Then a map/: Sm-^> X is called symmetric
if there exists a map/: Bπ^ -> X such that the following diagram is commutative :

Sm - ?—+ X

< • > A >

, where ω:Sm-^Bπ<im:> is the canonical projection.
An element of the homotopy group πm(X) is called symmetric if it is repre-

sented by a symmetric map. For p=2, the definition of a symmetric map is
due to J. H. C. Whitehead [14], in which he showed that if an essential element
of πm(Sm~l) is symmetirc, then m = 3 mod 4. Some results about the sym-
metricity of the elements of πm(X) are found in [4], [8], [10], [21] and [13].

Let X be an (/ — l)-connected, finite CW^-complex. Then our purpose is to
show the following

Theorem 1. Every element of πm(X) is symmetric for any m satisfying
2 dim X—l<m<2l—2 and

i) WΞΞ-1 mod2Φc*+1> for p=2 ,

ii) m=-ί mod 2pKk+1>'2(p-1x for p>2 ,

where k=m—l, φ(s) is the number of integers i such that 0<i<^s and ί = 0, 1, 2 or
4 mod 8 and [s] indicates the integer part of a rational s.

Corollary 2. For an arbitrary k>Q, every element of the k-stem of the stable
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homotopy groups of spheres is symmetric.

To prove the above theorem we use the S-duality [11] and the Kahn-Priddy
theorem [6] which is stated as follows for our use. Denote by P{X, Y} the
^-primary component of {X, Y}=lim[SnX, SnY].

n-+oo

Theorem 3. [Kahn-Priddy]. Let N be a sufficiently large integer and
h:SNBπ^-*SN a map such that the functional ?βl(Sq2)-operation is non-trivial
(respectively). Then for a connected, finite CW -complex X of dimension <s, h*:
{X, B^s)} -+P{X, SQ} is an epimorphism. Furthermore, assume that the func-
tional ^w:>/2ίp-l:>\Sqs ^-operation of h is non-trivial for odd s (respectively), then
h* is an epimorphism for X of dimension ^s.

We express our thanks to H. Toda who suggested us to use the S-duality.

1. A proof of the Kahn-Priddy theorem

First we shall prove Theorem 3 for p=2. The notations of [6] are carried
over to the present section unless otherwise stated.

Roughly speaking, the proof of Theorem 3 is to replace the infinite dimen-
sional real projective space P°° with the ί-dimensional one Ps and the map
φ:P°°-»(QS°)0 with a map adj(A) : Ps -> (QS\ (cf. p. 985 of [6] and Theorem 7.3
of [9]) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [6].

Let

be a restriction of the pretransfer T:B®2k->Qm(B®2k(2)) (Definition 3.1 of [6])

on the s-skeleton £@<f . Let &': Om(02—02P
s) -> Qm2*-ι(Ps) be induced by the

k-l
wreath product and gj : ί?m2*-ι(Ps) -> Q(PS) a Dyer-Lashof map. Then we obtain
a commutative diagram

, where a=adj(g2

/g,/t), b is a restriction of G* (p. 985 of [6]) on Σ°° ©£' and r1

is defined by r'(x/\f)=f(x) for Λ?eΣ°° S° and f^(QS°\. Remark that b is a

restriction of Σ°° Φ°£3£2/ι on Σ°° B®$\
For large k, b*:Hi(B®y 9Z2)-+Hi(Q(S°)Q ,Z2) is an isomorphism if ί<s

(p. 985 of [6]). So, by the Whitehead-Serre theorem, i* : 2 {X,
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2{X, (QS°)0} is an isomorphism for a finite CPF-complex X of dimension <s—\
and an epimorphism for X of dimension <s. It is clear that r*': {X, (QS°)0} -»
{X, S°} is an epimorphism if X is connected. Thus (r'b)* is an epimorphism
on the 2-component and hence so is h*. This proves the first part of Theorem
3 for p=2.

Under the first assumption of Theorem 3, the functional ty^Sq2*)- and
/8$P''(«Sj2<+1)- operations are non-trivial for 2i(p— l)^s (2ί^s, respectively).
This is easily seen by use of the cohomology structure of Bπcs) and the Adem

relation. So, by adding the second assumption, b*: H^BΦ™ ί ̂ 2)">j^•(β(<S°)o ϊ Z2)
is an isomorphism for /<ί and an epimorphism for i^s. This completes the
proof of Theorem 3 for^>=2.

For/>>2, the argument is quite parallel (cf. Remark 3.5 of [6] and Theorem
7.5 of [9]) and we omit it.

2. The S-duality

From now on we shall devote ourselves to the proof of Theorem 1.
Denote by Bπr,=Bπ^lBπ^'l\ where Bπr

0 means J5τrcr)U(one point). Let^Γbe
an (/—l)-connected, finite CW-complex of dimension j. Then /: Sm -»X is
symmetric if and only if there is a mapf':Bπ%-+X for l<n^l such that the
following diagram is commutative:

, where ω' is the map ω of (1) followed by the collapsing map from Bπ(m:> to Bπ™.
Let N be so large that Λ^^max (2/+1, 2m~\-\) and take Λ^-duals of every-

thing in (2):

Δ Λ Γ / "
DNS">< - ̂ — DNX

, where DNY and ΔNg are TV-duals of a finite CW-complex Y and a map £ [11].
If m^2n—2, then we work in the stable range. So, we obtain the following

Proposition 4. Let X be an (l—l)-connected, finite CW-complex, N^
max (2/+ 1 , 2m+ 1 ) αwrf m^2n—2. Then a map f: Sm — > JC represents a symmetric
element if and only if there is a map f: DNX-+DN(Bπ™) for l^n^l such that the
following diagram is homotopy commutative:
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DNX

/ J

DN(Bπ'n
n)

3.

Take N=N(a,s)=a2*^ for p=2 and 2apts/2<p~ιx for p>2, where a is a
sufficiently large integer.

Puts=m— n. Let €=€(s)=0 if s= — 1 mod 2(p—l) and £=l if *3= — 1
mod 2(p— 1) for ̂ >>2 and £=0 for p=2. Then we have the following

Proposition 5. DN(Bπ™) has the same homotopy type as Bπ^~^\ for

N=N(a, s+8) with s=m—n.

Proof. For p>2, recall from Theorem 1 of [7] that the stunted lens space
Bπ%+l=Lm(p)/Ln-l(p) is the Thorn complex (L'(p))W*\ where Lr(p)=
JBτrc2r+l:> is the (2r+l)-dimensional lens space, ξ is the canonical line bundle over
the complex projective s-space CP5, r(ξ) is the real restriction of ξ and πfr(ξ)=
rπ*(ζ) is tne bundle induced by the natural projection π1:L

s(p)-*CPs.
First we shall show

^BTrflSl1, for N=N(a, 2s+l) .

According to Theorem 3.3 of [3], the S-dual of Bπ^+l— (Ls(p))™Sr^ is
(Ls(p))~'rMl*r<:^~τy where r is the tangent bundle over L3(p). As is well known,
τ+l=(s+l)πίr(ς). So (Ls(p))-n^r^--^(Ls(p)γ-^m+1^r^\ By Theorem 2
of [7] the /-order of π?r(ξ)-2 isp^s/(p-^. Obviously [s/p-l]=[2s+l/2(p-l)]

holds. So by Theorem 3 of [7], (Ls(p))^m+lyΛ^^ and (Le(p))(N^^m+1^^r^
have the same stable homotopy type. Therefore we have obtained (4).

Observe that DN(Bπ2

22)=DN(Bπ2

2%
+l)ISN-2m-2 for N=N(a, 2s) and also that

DN(Bπln+ι) is obtained from DN(Bπ\n +1) by deleting the top dimensional cell
for N=N(a, 2s). By the same way as above we obtain DN(Bπl%+ι) from
DN(Bπ%) for N=N(a, 2s).

Similarly and more simply we have the assertion for p=2 (Theorem 6.1
of [3]). We note that the /-order of ξ— 1 is 2Φ(S), where ξ is the cannonical line
bundle over the s-dimensional real projective space Ps ([1] and [2]).

4. On the Kahn-Priddy map

Consider the cofibring sequence

α/ ί7 a'
(5) ---- > Sm - > Bπ% - * Bπ%+l -±-> Sm+l -> •- ,
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where i' and q' are the canoncial inclusion and projection respectively.
Put s=m—n and take N(a, s+2)-duals of everything in (5) and use Theorem

6.2 of [11] and Proposition 5, then we have the following

Proposition 6. There is a cofibring sequence

h n i
• sN-m~2 <

for N=N(ay s+2), where h: Bπ*-^^DN(Bπ™) > SN~m"\ q=DNί' and
i=DNq'.

We note that the cofibre of h is

Proposition 7. Let m+l=0 mod 2ΦC5+1) for p=2 and
mod 2p^s+1^p~^ forp>2. Then

ii) h\SN-m~l is of degree p and h\SN~m~lBn^ has non-trivial functional

ψ(Sql)-operations for 2i(p—l)<Ls+\ (2^'^s+l), respectively).

Proof. Recall that N=N(a, s+2) with sufficiently large a. Put m+l =
N(b,s+l) for any b with 0<i<α— 1. Then N—m—l=N(c,s+l) and
N—n—l=N(c, s+l)+s for some integer c. So by the James periodicity for
p=2 ([5]) and by Theorem 4 of [7] for p>2, we have β Î̂ ^S -̂̂ -̂  rS^

S»-m-1Bπ™VSN-m-1. This leads us to i).
Since N—m— 1 is even, A | S"-™-1 is of degree />. For i >N—m—2, there

isthe natural isomorphism H^SBπ^I^'^Z^ s^H^Bπ^^'^Z^. Letwand
v be generators of Hί-\Bπ™-n-'L:>\Zp) for i=2 and 3 respectively. Then the
non-triviality of the functional ^'-operation follows directly from the following
relation:

(/-Λ[^+1V2C/»-l)]-l
Cf .

Similarly the functional Sq* -operation is non-trivial for 2<i<s+ί.
This completes the proof.

5. A proof of the main theorem

Obviously we have the following

Lemma 8. If Y is an (r—l)-connected CW-complex of dimension r+s with
r>sy then there exists an (s—\)-connected CW-complex W of dimension 2s such that
γ~sr-sw.

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1 supposing Theorem 3. If X is
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(/— l)-connected and dim X=j, then DNX is (N— j— 2)-connected and dim
DNX=N—l—\. Therefore, by the above lemma, there exists a (/—/—!)-
connected and 2(/— /)-dimensional CPF-complex W such that DNX—
S»+*-*J-*W. If m+l>2j, then SN+l-2J-lW=SN-m-1(Sm+l'2JW) and dim
S*»+t-2JW=m—l=k. Hence Propositions 4 and 7 for n=l and Theorem 3
complete the proof of Theorem 1.

6. An example

Theorem 1 does not hold without the assumption 2 dim X<m-\-l. This
is shown as follows.

Let *e {5°, 5°}, ^e {S\ S°} and Z><Ξ {S\ S°} be generators. Putα= v\/2i
and X=(Sm-5 ySm-2) U em~\ Then it is clear that nm(X)= {η} ^Z, for m> 11,

Q5

where ^ is a co-extension of 77. It is shown as follows that η is not symmetric
for any m>lQ.

If η is represented by a symmetric map/: Sw->JίΓ, then / is decomposed
as (2) for n=m— 5. It is easily seen that m is odd and (/')*: Hm~l(X\ Z2)-+
Hm~1(P™_5\Z2) is an isomorphism. Put m = k mod 8, where k=l, 3, 5 or 7.
Since Sq* is non-trivial in H*(X\ Z2), we have A- 1 or 3 and (/')* : Hm~\X\ Z2)->
Hm-*(P%_5; Z2) is an isomorphism. The operation Sq2: Hm~l(P™t\\ Z2)->
fftn+i^pm+i. ^^ is non-trivial and so we have k=3.

Consider the diagram (2)7 for n=m—5. Then we have

Pjy-m + 4
jV-m-1

, where ΛΓ-=β2φc5)=8α for sufficiently large a and DNX=SN~m U ̂ ~m

Put N-m=8t+5 and let ί:P|ίίI->S8ί+9 be the collapsing map. Then it is
clear that qΔN(f'):DNX^>SBί+g is also the collapsing map and (qΔN(f'))*:

KO(S8t+9)-^KO(DNX)^Z2 is an isomorphism. On the other hand, we have

KO(Plt

til)^Z+Z4 by Theorem 7.4 of [1]. This is a contradition. Hence η is
not symmetric for m>10.
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